
 

Build Your Own Easter Garden 

 

 

 

 
Next, you need to waterproof your box. As there will be soil/sand/dirt in the box when 
the garden is finished, it is important to protect the cardboard from any water in these 
materials. Nobody wants a soggy box which they have to throw away after just one day! 
Line your tray- box with aluminium foil and stick it in place with glue. Make sure there are 
no tears!  

 
Now your tray-box needs filling. You cannot have a garden without some soil! Fill up the 
tray-box with the soil/sand/dirt to around 1cm from the top lip. You will need this little 
space to make sure your plants stay in the right place!  

 
It is not time for your plants just yet, however. First you must build in some reminders of 
what Easter is all about! Jesus died on a wooden cross, and two criminals died next to 
him. Take your matchsticks, cocktail sticks or twigs and using the glue, make three crosses 

Firstly, you need to prepare the box your garden is going to be created in. Using the glue, 
reseal the end flaps of the cereal box. These secured flaps will form one side of your 
garden, so make sure they are well stuck together! Once they are fixed, lie the box down 
on either one of its largest sides. Using the scissors, carefully remove the other large side. 
You should be left with something similar to a tray.  



out of them. Make sure they are tall enough to be stuck into the soil/sand/dirt a little way 
so that they do not fall over.  

Next, you should make a tomb. Trying not to be too neat, scrunch up the rough paper into 
sausage shapes. Using the glue, stick them together side by side and form them into an 
arch. Use one or two rough paper sausages to seal off one of the openings. You should be 
left with a rough dome with a hole in one side. You may paint or colour the paper in to 
make it look more rock-like if you wish.  

 
Now you need to add the ‘Easter features’ to your garden. When Jesus died on Good 
Friday, he died on a rocky hill just outside of the city of Jerusalem. To include a reminder 
of this in your Easter garden, you can pile up the gravel on one side of your tray-box. 
Place the wooden crosses you made earlier into the gravel so that they stand up well.  

 

 

 

Please upload photographs of 

your Easter Garden to cheer us 

all up! 

 



 

 



 

 

 



  



 



 

 
 
 



 


